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“The new lyric” is the soul of Mudan’s poem theory. This article analyzes the 
basic meaning of this poem theory, describes its developing process, corroborates 
and explains its practice meaning and innovation on the basis of analyzing the 
composing of Mudan's poems. The structure of this article is as following: 
Introduction: The reasearch to Mudan's poems has been getting further and 
further after the rediscovery of Mudan. However, to Mudan's poem theory, we 
haven't attatched enough importance. The view that “the new lyric” is the soul of 
Mudan's poem theory is brought forward on the basis of analyzing the current 
research to Mudan's poem theory. 
Chapter I:. Explain the main viewpoints of “the new lyric” from the 
following five extents: expresing feelings reasoningly, non-poetry imago, 
modern daily life, contents of the time, and the modernist skills; on the basis of 
which, shows the proof for the viewpoint that “The new lyric”is the soul of 
Mudan's poem theory. The two principle parts of Mudan's poem theory are the 
viewpoints in his articles published in 1940's and the ideas expressed in his 
letters during his late years. The main content of the two parts coincide with each 
other. They perfect each other rather than repeat and emphasize, and show the 
conincidence during their development. 
Chapter II: It is pointed out that “the new lyric” is the elite of morden 
poetics. Mudan didn’t simply deny the viewpoint of “exile the lyric” put forward 
by Xuchi, but brought forward the viewpoint of “the new lyric” , which was the 















of the time and the demand of art, and was also the result of using western 
theories for reference and make them chinese in poem composing. 
Chapter III:In order to give a better evaluation to Mudan's poem theory, 
Mudan's poem composing is menyioned again. Mudan's poem composing carrys 
out the theory of “the new lyric”, and also revises the theory and makes it better, 
which concretely makes up the lack of theory. The theory of “the new lyric” is 
well presented in his poem composing. 
Conclusion: Mudan's poem theory of “the new lyric” trys to contain both 
romanticism and modernism, trys to accomplish the task of combining life with 
art. Compared with the theory —Modernization of Chinese New Poetry, his 
theory is uncentralized and not so perfect. But his theory has its own 
comincidence in the spirit, and it is poet's genuine thought of poetry and the 
relationship between poets and life. What's more, his poem practicing is now in a 
leading place in Modernization of Chinese New Poetry, and has become a model 
for modern poetry. 
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① 孙志鸣：《一颗至真至诚的心——回忆穆旦的教诲》[A]，杜运燮等编《丰富与丰富的痛苦—
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